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genius software is the leading provider of free software downloads for millions of people
worldwide. the company's flagship product, drive genius, offers useful tools for local, removable
and internal drives and makes optimizing pc performance as simple as clicking a few buttons.
with over 130 million copies sold of its suite of software titles, genius is a reputable brand with
an outstanding reputation for its customer support and software quality. genius provides free

software upgrades, support and training to all of its products. in addition to the version of drive
genius included with the product, the company offers free driver updates for all supported

products. driver genius 22 platiniuns is a great way to get rid of your outdated drivers, but be
prepared to spend some time. the time it takes to complete the scan varies depending on the
type of system you are updating. the program automatically selects the drivers to update and

you only need to approve the ones that are up to date. it has a clear interface that lets you
quickly review each individual driver and click on the update button to start the process. this

took less than a minute to complete. the process was pretty painless. note: limited functionality
in the demo version. can only restore display adapter driver and network adapter driver/not

update drivers. download driver genius latest version screenshots download driver genius create
account genius driver is a powerful tool that analyzes and manages your pc drivers in order to

provide the best drivers for your pc and keep them up to date. it supports 3 modes that enables
it to scan, install, and update your drivers. you can also download the latest drivers from its

database.
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